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This paper presents a configuration of parallel multipliers for ISF(~~) based on 
canonical bases. The possible parallel multipliers by the proposed configuration are 
limited to a class of fields GF(2’“). However they can be constructed by 0(m*) 
AND-gates and O(m’) EOR-gates with the structural modularity (this is a 
desirable feature for the hardware implementation), and their operation time is 
about (logm) T, where m is the dimension of GF(2’“) and T is the delay time of 
an EOR-gate. In order to construct such parallel multipliers, we define two types 
of polynomials of special form over GF(2), one is called all one polynomial (denoted 
by AOP) and the other is called equally spaced polynomial (denoted by ESP). 
Furthermore, we show a necessary and sufiicient condition for ESPs to be 
irreducible over GF(2) and the uniqueness of the irreducible ESPs over GF(2). 
Finally, we propose the configuration of parallel multipliers for a class of fields 
GF(2m) based on irreducible AOPs and ESPs over GF(2). Cl 1989 Academic PWSS. IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite field arithmetics are applied in various fields such as crypto- 
graphies (public-key cryptosystems, public-key distribution systems, 
signature schemes, etc.) and error-correcting codes. Most operations in 
cryptographies and error-correcting codes are simple ones in finite fields 
such as additions, subtractions, multiplications, and divisions. The opera- 
tion time of multiplications or divisions, in general, is larger than that of 
additions or subtractins, hence it is important in a practical sense to 
develop fast algorithms (Itoh and Tsujii, 1988; Vanstone, 1987) or parallel 
architectures (Beth, 1985; Beth et al., 1986; Massey and Omura, 1981; 
Wang et al., 1985) carrying out such operations. 
In 1981, J. L. Massey and J. K. Omura proposed a parallel multiplier 
for GF(2”‘) based on normal bases (Massey and Omura, 1981). The 
Massey-Omura Multiplier (denoted by MOM) computes the product of 
two arbitrary elements in GF(2m) with delay time (log m) T, where m is the 
dimension of GF(2”‘) and T is the delay time of an EOR-gate. MOM has 
further features as follows: 
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Fl. MOM has the structural modularity; 
F2. Squaring Vx E GF(2”‘) can be carried out by a cyclic shift of the 
vector representation of x. 
However, the circuit size, the number of AND-gates and EOR-gates, of 
MOM for GF(2m) with the structural modularity is comparatively large; 
i.e., in general parallel type MOM (with the structural modularity) has 
O(m3) AND-gates and O(m)) EOR-gates. One of the aims of this paper is 
to give a new configuration of parallel multipliers, which not only has 
features similar to Fl and F2 but also has less circuit complexity, i.e., a 
smaller number of AND-gates and EOR-gates. 
This paper presents a configuration of parallel multipliers for GF(2m) 
based on canonical bases. The possible parallel multipliers by the proposed 
configuration are limited to a class of fields GF(2’7. However, they can 
be constructed by O(m2) AND-gates and O(m2) EOR-gates with the 
structural modularity (this is a desirable feature for the hardware 
implementation), and their operation time is about (log m) T, where m is 
the dimension of GF(2”‘) and T is the delay time of an EOR-gate. In order 
to construct such parallel multipliers, we define two types of polynomials 
of special form over GF(2); one is called all one polynomial (denoted by 
AOP) and the other is called equally spaced polynomial (denoted by ESP). 
Furthermore, we show a necessary and sufficient condition for ESPs to be 
irreducible over GF(2) and the uniqueness of the irreducible ESPs over 
GF(2). Finally, we propose the configuration of parallel multipliers for a 
class of fields GF(2”‘) based on irreducible AOPs and ESPs over GF(2). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we define all one polynomial (denoted by AOP) and give 
a necessary and sufficient condition for an AOP of degree m to be 
irreducible over GF(2) and some properties of irreducible AOPs. Further- 
more, this section provides a brief description of MOM and presents some 
lemmas on the circuit complexity of MOM. 
2.1. All One Polynomial 
This subsection presents some mathematical definitions and lemmas for 
the subsequent discussions. 
DEFINITION 1 (Wah and Wang, 1984). A polynomial P(X) = 
xm + xm ~ ’ + . . + x + 1 over GF(2) is called all one polynomial (denoted 
by AOP) of degree m. 
Remark 1. In this paper, we restrict AOPs only over GF(2). 
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The following lemma gives a necessary and suflicient condition for an 
AOP of degree m to be irreducible over GF(2). 
LEMMA 1 (Wah and Wang, 1984). The following two statements are 
equivalent: 
S1. An AOP of degree m is irreducible over GF(2); 
S2. (m + 1) is a prime and 2 is the generator of GF*(m + l), where 
GF*(m + 1) is the multiplicative group in GF(m + 1). 
The following table (Table I) shows the examples of possible m for an 
AOP of degree m to be irreducible. Irreducible AOPs are specified 
irreducible polynomials; hence they have the following interesting property: 
LEMMA 2 (Wah and Wang. 1984). Let p(x) be an irreducible AOP of 
degree m. Then the roots of p(x) =O, (a, a2, aZZ, . . . . a2m.-‘}, are linearly 
independent over GF(2). 
It should be noticed that Lemma 2 implies the set of the roots of p(x) = 0 
constructs a normal basis (MacWilliams and Sloane, 1877) over GF(2), 
where p(x) is an irreducible AOP over GF(2). 
2.2. Massey-Omura Multiplier 
In this subsection we concisely present the configuration of Massey- 
Omura multiplier (denoted by MOM) and give some lemmas for the circuit 
complexity of MOM, e.g., the number of gates in MOM and its greatest 
lower bound. 
Assume that (a, a’, a2*, . . . . azmml > is a normal basis in GF(2m). Then 
Vx, y E GF(2”‘) can be represented by the normal basis as follows: 
x=x,a+x,a2+x2a22+ ... +x,-la2m~‘, 
xiEGF(2) (O<iim- l), 
y=y,a+y,a2+y2a2*+ ... +ym-1a2mm’, 
yjEGF(2)(Ofj<m--1). 
TABLE I 
Examples of M 
2 28 66 138 
4 36 82 148 
10 52 100 162 
12 58 106 172 
18 60 130 178 
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The product of x and y, z = xy, can be also represented by the normal basis 
such as 
z=xy 
=z,a+z,a2-tz,a2*+ ...+Z,&z*m-‘, 
zk E GF(2) (O,<k<m- 1). 
It is easy to show that each zk (0 B k < m - 1) is given by the same Boolean 
function F( ’ .. ; . ..~ofx~sandyj’s(O~j.~~~-l)(Wange~u~., 1985)as 
follows: 
z, - I= F(x,, x 1, .‘*, Jc,- 1 ; yo, y, 3 . . . . Ym- 119 
~n-2=f’(x,-,, xo, x 19 . . ..X.-2;Ym-l,Yo,Yl, . . ..Ym-2h 
(1) 
Figure 1 shows the parallel type con~guration of MOM for Gli(2m). For 
subsequent discussions, we here refer to the Boolean function F( - e ’ ; . . . ) as 
a bus~c~~nct~on of the multipliers with the structural modularity. The basic 
function F( . . . ; .‘. ) in Eq. (1) can be realized by AND-gates and EOR- 
gates, hence the number of gates in MOM depends on the number of terms 
in F( . . I ; . . . ) (see Eq. (1)). The following lemma gives the non-trivial lower 
bound for the number of terms in the basic function F( - . . ; . . . ). 
LEMMA 3 (Vanstone, 1987). Let F( .+. ; ... ) be a basic Boolean function 
defined by Eq. (1). Then TERM MOM(m), the number of terms in F( . . . ; - s . ), 
satisfies that TERMMoM > 2m - 1. 
If p(x) is an irredu~ble AOP of degree m, then the set of roots of 
p(x)=0 constructs a normal basis (see Lemma 2). Here we have the 
following lemma, 
20-l L-2 Zn-3 --___---. ZO
---___--. 
(k-s:k times right cyclic shift) 
FIG. I. Parallel tyw con~guration of MOM. 
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LEMMA 4 (Wah and Wang, 1984). Let p(x) be an irreducible AOP of 
degree m. Then the normal basis given by the set of roots of p(x) = 0 satisfies 
that TERM MOM(m) = 2m - 1. 
Lemma 3 implies that the any basic function always satisfies 
TERM MOM(m) 2 2m - 1 as long as the multipliers are constructed by 
normal bases. On the other hand, Lemma 4 shows that there exist normal 
bases satisfying exactly TERM,,, (m)= 2m- 1. As a result, (2m- 1) can 
be regarded as the greatest lower bound for TERM,,,(m) in some sense. 
In the next section, we will show that the greatest lower bound for the 
number of terms in the basic function for GF(2”) can be reduced to 
(m + 1) using canonical bases, and will also give a new configuration of 
parallel multipliers for a class of GF(2m) based on canonical bases. 
3. PARALLEL MULTIPLIERS BASED ON CANONICAL BASES 
This section proposes parallel multipliers based on canonical bases, 
canonical bases multiplier (denoted by CBM). CBM has the following 
features: 
Fl. CBM has the structural modularity; 
F2. The number of gates in CBM is less than that in MOM; 
F3. Squaring Vx E GF(2”‘) can be carried out by permutation of the 
(extended) vector representation of x. 
Remark 2. In this paper, we restrict the configuration of CBM only for 
GF(2”‘). 
3.1. Configuration of CBM for GF(2”) 
The following simple lemmas play an important role in the parallel type 
configuration of CBM for GF(2m). 
LEMMA 5. Let p(x) be an AOP of degree m. Then we have 
p(x)1 xm+ l+ 1. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that D(x) = D, + D, + ... + D,xm and d(x) = 
d,,+d,+ ... +d,,-Ixm~’ are polynomials over GF(2) of degree m and 
(m - l), respectively. rf D(x) and d(x) satisfy that D(x) = d(x) (modp(x)), 
where p(x) is an AOP of degree m, then the coefficients of d(x) are given by 
dk=Dk+Dm (mod2) (O<k<m-1). 
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Here we consider the configuration of parallel multipliers with the struc- 
tural modularity. Recall that for m satisfying S2. in Lemma 1, the AOP of 
degree m is irreducible over GF(2). Let p(x) be an irreducible AOP of 
degree m. For Vu, b E GF(2”), the product d= ab = d,, + d,x + ... + 
d x”‘+’ m-l is given by d=ab (modp(x)), where a = a, + a,x + ... + 
amplxm--l and b=bO+b,x+ ... +b,-lx”-l. Here we define the 
product D = AB (mod xm + ’ + i), where 
A=A,+A,x+ ... +A,xm=a()+a~x+ ... +a,p,x”p’, 
B=B,+B,x+ ... +B,x”=b,+bIx+ ... +b,~lxm-‘, 
D=DO+D,x+ ... +D,xm, 
then we have Dk=Ci+,=k(modm+l)AiBj (mod2) (06kdm). 
Remark 3. We refer to “A” as the extended representation of “a.” 
Noting that A = a (modp(x)), B= b (modp(x)) and p(x)1 xm+’ + 1, it 
follows that D = d (mod p(x)). Thus from Lemma 6, the coefficients of d 
can be given by d,=D,+D, (mod2) (O,<k<m-1). 
The following example (Example 1) illustrates the parallel type con- 
figuration of CBM in the case of m = 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Assume that m = 4. Then 5 ( =m + 1) is a prime and 2 is 
the generator of GF*(5), thus p(x) = x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1 is irreducible over 
GF(2). (See S2. in Lemma 1.) For Va, bEGP(24), 
a=a,+a,x+a,x~+a,x3, a,~GF(2)(O<i<3), 
b=b,+b,x+bZx2+b3x3, 6, E GF(2) (0 <j d 3), 
where { 1, x, x2, x3 > is a canonical basis, the product of a and b, d = ab, is given 
by d = d,, + d, x + d2x2 + d3x3, dk E GF(2) (0 d k < 3). Here we define A and 
B to be A=A,+A,~+A,x*+A~x~+A~x~=~,+~,~+~,~*+~,~~ and 
B = B, + B, x + B,x2 + B,x3 + B4x4 = b, + b, x + b2x2 + b3x3, respectively; 
i.e., Ai=ai (O<i<3), A,=0 and Bj=bj (O<j<3), B,=O. Furthermore, 
define the product D( = AB (mod x5 + 1)) to be 
D=AB(modxS+ 1) 
=(A,+A,x+A2x2+A,x3+A4x4) 
(B, + B, x + B2x2 + B3x3 + B4x4) (mod x5 + 1) 
= D, + D, x + Dzx’ + D3x3 + D4x4; 
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then we have D, = Ci+j=k cmod 5, A,B, (mod 2) (0 < k 6 4); i.e., 
Dq=G(Ao,A1,A3,Aq;Bg,B,,BZ,B3,B4) 
=A,B,OA3B,OA,B,OA,B,OAoB4, 
D,=G(A,,Ao,A,,A,,A,;Bo,B,,B,,B,,B,) 
=A,BoOA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D,= W,, A,, A,, A,, A,; 4, B,, B,, B,, &a) 
=A,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D, = GM,, A,, A,, A,, A,; Bo, B,, B,, B,, Bz,) 
=A,B,OA,B,OA,B*OA,B3OA*Bq, 
Do=G(A,,A~,A~,A~,&; B,,B,,&, B,,B,) 
=A,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
where G( . . . ; . . . ) is the basic function of CBM. Finally the coefficients of 
d( = ab (mod (p(x))) are given by those of D such that dk = Dk@ D, 
(0 <k < 3). (See Lemma 6.) Figure 2 shows the configuration of CBM for 
GF(24). In this example, squaring A can be carried out by 
A2=(Ao+Alx+A2~2+A3~3+A4~4)2(modxS+1) 
= A, + A,x2 + A2x4 + A3x6 + A,x* (mod x5 + 1) 
= A, + A,x + A,x* + A4x3 + A2x4. 
That is, squaring A is given by the permutation 
(A,, A,, A,, Ax, A4)+ (A,, A,, A,, A,, A2). 
de 
A=0 B,=O 
(k-s. : k times cyclic shift) 
FIG. 2. Configuration of CBM for GF(24). 
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Hence for Vu E GF(24), u2 = a; + a; x + a;x2 + &x3 can be given by 
ub=Ao@A, (=u,@u,), 
U;=A3@A2(=U3@U2), 
4=A,@A, ( =u,@uz) 
u;=A,@A, (=a,). 
EXAMPLE 2. Here we verify the correctness of the configuration of 
CBM in Example 1. Let a= x+ x3 and b = 1 +x+x2 be elements in 
GF(24), respectively. Then d = ub =x3 (mod p(x)), where p(x) = x4 + x3 + 
x2+x + 1. On the other hand, we have 
(A,, A,, A,, A,, A4)= (0, l,O, 401, 
(4, B,, B,, B,, B4)= (1, 1, l,O, 0); 
then the coefficients of D are given by 
D,=0~1~1~1@0~1@1~0@0.0=0@1@0~0~0=1, 
D,=1~1~0~1@1~1~0~0~0.0=1@0~1$0~0=0, 
D,=0~1@1~1@0~1~0~0~1.0=0@1~0@0~0=1, 
D,=1~1@0~1@0.1~1-0@0.0=1@0~0~0~0=1, 
DO=O.l@O.l@l .l@O.O@l .O=O@O@l@O@O=l. 
Since dk = D, @ D, (0 <k < 3), it follows that 
d,,=D,@D,=l@l=O, 
d,=D,@D,=l@l=O, 
d,=D,@D,=l@l=O, 
d,=D,@D,=O@l=l, 
and this coincides with d= ab = x3 (modp(x)). Furthermore, let 
a = 1 + x + x3 E GF(24). Then u2 = (1 + x + x3)2 = 1 +x + x2 (modp(x)). 
Since (uo, uI, a,, u3) = (1, LO, l), we have 
u&=u,@u,= l@O= 1, 
U;=U3@U2=1@0=1, 
u~=u,~u,=1~0=1, 
u;=u,=o, 
and this also coincides with u2 = 1 + x +x2 (mod p(x)). 
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Thus this example verifies the correctness of the configuration of CBM 
for GF( 24). 
3.2. Number of Gates in MOM and CBM 
The configuration of CBM for GF(2”‘) requires an irreducible AOP of 
degree m, hence m must satisfy S2. in Lemma 1. On the other hand, m 
satisfying S2. in Lemma 1 provides TERM,,,(m) = 2m - 1. In this sub- 
section, we compare the number of gates, AND-gates and EOR-gates, of 
CBM with that of MOM in parallel type configuration for m satisfying S2. 
in Lemma 1. 
For m satisfying S2. in Lemma 1, the basic function of MOM can be 
realized by m AND-gates and (2m - 2) EOR-gates (Wah and Wang, 1984). 
Hence the total number of AND-gates AND,,,(m) and that of 
EOR-gates EOR MOM(m) in parallel t ype configuration are given by 
AND MOM(m)=m2 and EOR MOM(m) = 2m2 - 2m, respectively. On the 
other hand, for m satisfying S2. in Lemma 1, the basic function of CBM 
can be realized by (m + 1) AND-gates and m EOR-gates. Observing Exam- 
ple 1, the total number of AND-gates AND,,,(m) and that of EOR-gates 
EOR,,,(m) CBM are given by AND,-,,(m) = (m + 1)2 = m2 + 2m + 1 
and EOR CBM(m) = m(m + 1) + m = m2 + 2m, respectively. Thus we can 
conclude that the total number of AND-gates of CBM is almost the same 
with that of MOM, and the total number of EOR-gates of CBM is about 
half of that of MOM in parallel type configuration. 
4. PARALLEL MULTIPLIERS BASED ON EQUALLY SPACED POLYNOMIALS 
This section defines equally spaced polynomial (denoted by ESP) and 
shows a necessary and sufficient condition for ESP’s to be irreducible and 
the uniqueness of irreducible ESPs. Furthermore, we propose parallel mul- 
tipliers for a class of GF(2m) based on ESPs, equally spaced polynomial 
multipliers (denoted by ESPM). 
4.1. Equally Spaced Polynomials 
This subsection presents some mathematical definitions and lemmas for 
the subsequent discussions. 
DEFINITION 2. A polynomial g(X)=XSn+Xs(n-‘)+XS(“-2)+ . . . + 
xs + 1 =p(x”), where p(x) is an AOP of degree n, is called s-equally spaced 
polynomial (s-ESP) of degree sn. 
Remark 4. In this paper, we restrict ESP only over GF(2). 
Here we show the following lemmas to derive a necessary and sufficient 
condition for ESPs to be irreducible. 
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LEMMA 7. Zf x =y (mod p’), then we have xp = yp (modp’+ ‘), where p 
is a prime and t is a positive integer. 
Proof: Noting that x = y (mod p’), x can be represented by x = y + Ap’ 
for some integer A. Then xp is given by 
xp = ( y + Ap’)P 
=Y~+(;)Y~-‘AP’+(:)rp-~(ApY+ . ..+(.4p’)P 
P =yp+yp--lAp’+l+ * yP-2A2p2’+ . . . +APp’P 
0 
=yp+ Bp’+l, 
where B= yp-’ A+(;)yP-2A2pf-1+ ... +AppCp-‘)‘-‘. This definitely 
implies that xp = yp (modp’+ ‘). 1 
THEOREM 1. If2mcm+1)‘-* # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) and an AOP ofdegree m is 
irreducible, then we have ord(2; (m + 1)‘) = m(m + l)‘- ‘, where ord(a; n) 
denotes the least positive integer i satisfying ai = 1 (mod n). 
Proof: Assume that an AOP of degree m is irreducible, then (m + 1) is 
a prime and 2 is the generator of GF*(m + 1) (see Lemma 1). By Euler’s 
theorem, it follows that 2m(m+ ‘)‘-’ = 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). Here we define E, the 
set of all of the divisors for m(m + l)‘- l except m(m + l)‘-’ itself, to be 
E= {d:dlm(m+ l)‘-l, d<m(m+l)‘-‘}. The set E can be partitioned 
into two disjoint sets E, and E2: 
E,={d:d=m(m-tl)‘(O<i<k-2)}, 
because (m + 1) is a prime. In order to show that ord(2; (m + 1)‘) = 
m(m + l)‘- ‘, it is sufficient to show that every d in E, satisfies 2d # 1 
(mod(m + 1)‘) and every d in E, satisfies 2d # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 
Here we show that every d in E, satisfies 2d# 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) by 
contradiction. We assume that 2d= 1 (mod(m + I)‘) for some d in El. 
This implies that there exists an integer i (0~ i< t- 2) such that 
2m(m+ ‘r = 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). Multiplying both hand sides of this congruence 
(m + l)‘-*-’ times, then we have 
(2 
m(m+ l)‘}(m+ l)‘-*-I= 2dm+ I)‘-* (mod(m + 1)‘) 
= l(m+1)‘-2-’ (mod(m + 1)‘) 
= 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 
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This contradicts the assumption that 2”@+‘)‘-* # 1 (mod(m + l)‘), hence 
every d in E, must satisfy 2d # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 
Furthermore, we can also show by contradiction that every din E, must 
satisfy 2d # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). We assume here that there exists some din E, 
such that 2d= 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). This implies that there exist some 
j (0 <j Q t - 1) and s (s ( m, m, s < m) satisfying 2S(m+ lY = 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 
Noting Fermat’s theorem and this congruence, it follows that 
2S(m + ly= 2” = 1 (mod(m + 1)). This contradicts the assumption that 2 
is the generator of GF*(m + I), hence every d in E, must satisfy 
2d # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). Thus we can conclude that ord(2; (m + 1)‘) = 
m(m + l)‘-‘. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let g(x) be an (m + l)l-‘-ESP of degree m(m + l)‘-l. 
Then g(x) is irreducible if and only ifan AOP of degree m is irreducible and 
2m(m+ 1”m2 # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 
Proof: (if-part) Notice the identity: 
-$m+‘)‘+ 1 = (xh+ I)‘-‘+ 1) 
x (x m(m+l)‘-‘+X(m~l)(m+l)‘~‘+ ... +?c’“+l”-‘+l) 
= (x(m+ l”-’ + 1) g(x), 
where g(x) is an (m + l)‘- ‘-ESP of degree m(m + l)‘- ‘. Assume that u is 
one of the roots of xfm+ ‘I’+ 1 = 0 and satisfies ord(u) = (m + 1)‘. (Here 
ord(a) denotes that the least positive integer i satisfying a’= 1.) From the 
above identity, it is not so difficult to see that u satisfies g(u) = 0. Note 
that all the conjugate roots of g(x) = 0 are given by U, u*, u*‘, . . . . aZM-‘, 
where M= m(m + l)‘- ‘. On the other hand, the assumptions that an 
AOP of degree m is irreducible and 2m@“+1)‘-2 # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) give 
ord(2; (m + 1)‘) = m(m + l)‘-‘. (See Theorem 1.) From ord(2; (m + 1)‘) = 
m(m + l)t-l and ord(u)= (m + l)‘, we can conclude that every conjugate 
root of g(x) = 0 is distinct from each other. Hence g(x) is an irreducible 
(m + l)‘-‘-ESP of degree m(m + l)‘- ‘. 
(only if-part) By contradiction. Let g(x) be an irreducible (m + 1 )‘- I- 
ESP of degree m(m + l)‘- ‘, i.e., g(x) =p(~(~+~“-‘), where p(x) is an AOP 
of degree m. Here we assume that p(x) is reducible; then it follows that 
p(x) = {qI(x)}el (q2(x)jez.. . {qk(x)}ek, where q,(x)‘s are irreducible 
(1 <i<k) and ej> l(1 <j<k). Then we have 
‘T(x) = Ax cm+ IF’) = {q,(x(m+ I”-‘)}el 
x (92(x’“+ “‘-‘)}e*. . . (qk(x(m+ ‘)‘-‘)}Q. 
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This contradicts the assumption that g(x) is an irreducible ESP, hence an 
AOP of degree m must be irreducible. 
On the other hand, it is clear that U, the root of g(x)=O, satisfies 
ord(u)=(m+ 1)‘. If 2 m(m+ ‘)‘-* = 1 (mod(m + l)‘), then for U, we have 
24 2N = u, where N= m(m + l)rp2. This also contradicts the assumption that 
g(x) is an irreducible ESP of degree m(m + l)‘- ‘; hence it follows that 
2m(m+ ‘)‘-* # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘). 1 
COROLLARY 1. Defineg,(x)=p(x’“+“‘) (O<i<r-1), wherep(x) is an 
AOP of degree m. Then every g,(x) (0 < i 6 r - 1) is irreducible if and only 
lj- 2 m(m+ ‘)‘-* # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) and an AOP of degree m is irreducible. 
Proof: (if-part) If an AOP of degree m is irreducible, then it is clear 
that g,(x) ( =p(x)) is irreducible. Thus we consider the cases only for 
1 < i < r - 1. By the assumption that an AOP of degree m is irreducible, 
we have (m + 1) is a prime. (See Lemma 1.) Recalling Lemma 7, the 
assumption that 2mcm + I)‘-’ # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) provides 2mcm+1”~3 # 1 
(mod(m + 1 )‘- ‘). In a similar way, we can recursively derive 2mcm + ‘I’-’ # 1 
(mod(m + l)j+ ‘) (1 <j 6 r - 1). By noting these congruences and 
Theorem 2, we can conclude that every gi(x) (0 Q i < r - 1) is irreducible. 
(only if-part) Every g,(x) (0 < i< r - 1) is irreducible, hence g,_ i(x) is 
an irreducible (m+ l)‘-‘-ESP of degree m(m + l)I-i. This implies that 
2m(m+ l)‘-* # 1 (mod(m + 1)‘) and an AOP of degree m is irreducible. (See 
Theorem 2.) 1 
We finally show the specific property for the irreducible ESPs, which 
assures the uniqueness of the irreducible ESPs. 
THEOREM 3. Let g(x)=xSn+xS(n~1)+x9(n-2)+ . . . +x”+ 1 =p(x”) be 
an s-ESP of degree sn, where p(x) is an AOP of degree n. Then g(x) is 
irreducible if and only if p(x) is irreducible and for some integer t, 
s = (n + l)‘- ’ and 2”(“+ ‘)‘-* # 1 (mod(n + 1)‘). 
Proof (if-part) It is already proven by Theorem 2. 
(only if-part) By contradiction. Note that g(x) =p(x”), where p(x) is 
an AOP of degree II. Here we assume that p(x) is reducible, then 
p(x) = n, GiGk q,(x) (k > l), where deg q,(x) > 1 (1 d i< k). Then we have 
g(x) = rI iGiGk qi(x”) and this contradicts the assumption that g(x) is 
irreducible. Thus p(x) must be irreducible and this implies that (n + 1) is 
prime and 2 is the generator of GF*(n + 1). (See Lemma 1.) It is easy to 
show that the least positive integer i satisfying g(x)1 xi+ 1 is s(n + l), 
hence ord(2; s(n + 1)) =sn because g(x) is irreducible over GF(2) and 
deg g(x) = sn. 
Here we consider the case that gcd(s, (n + 1)) = 1. Recalling (n + 1) is a 
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prime number, we have q5(s(n + 1)) =4(s) q5(n + 1) = i(s) n, where 4( .) 
denotes Euler’s totient function. It is clear that ord(2; s(n + I))1 b(s(n + l)), 
then it follows that sn 1 d(s) n and thus we have s) 4(s). This contradicts the 
fact that 4(s) <s, hence gcd(s, (n + 1)) # 1. This result implies that s must 
be the form of s = s’(n + l)I-‘, where gcd(s’, (n + 1)) = 1 and t 2 2. Ifs’ # 1, 
then we have &s(n + 1)) = $(s’(n + 1)‘) = &s’) n(n + l)‘- ‘. Recalling that 
snI$(s(n+ 1)) it follows that s’(n+ l)‘-‘nIq3(s’)n(n+ l)‘-’ and thus we 
have s’ 1 q4(s’). This also contradicts the fact that #(s’) <s’. Hence s must be 
the form of s = (n + l)‘- ‘. Noting s = (n + l)‘-’ and the assumption that 
g(x) is irreducible, it follows that ord(2; (n + 1)‘) = n(n + 1 )‘- ’ and this 
definitely implies that 2”‘“+‘)‘-* # 1 (mod(n + 1)‘). 1 
Table II shows the examples of possible m and s for an s-ESP of degree 
m to be irreducible, where the number in ( ) denotes s corresponding to m. 
In the next subsection, we will show the configuration of parallel multi- 
pliers for a class of GF(2m) based on ESPs. 
4.2. Parallel Multipliers Based on ESPs 
In this subsection, we present parallel multipliers based on ESPs for a 
class of GF(2m). The configuration of parallel multipliers based on ESPs, 
equally spaced polynomial multipliers (denoted by ESPM), is very similar 
with that of CBM. Here we have the following two lemmas, which 
correspond to Lemma 5 and 6, for the configuration of ESPM. 
LEMMA 8. Let g(x) is an s-ESP of degree sn. Then g(x)/ xS(“+ ‘) + 1. 
LEMMA 9. Let D(x)=D,+D, x+ ... +DsCn+,,pl xSCn+‘)-’ be apoly- 
nomial ouer GF(2) of degree (s(n + l)- l> and let d(x)=d,+d, + ... + 
d sn _ 1 xsn ~ ’ be a polynomial ouer GF(2) @-degree (sn - 1). ZfD(x) and d(x) 
satisfy D(x) = d(x) (mod g(x)), where g(x) is an s-ESP of degree sn, then all 
the coefficients of d(x) are given by d,+.=Di+,+Dj+.,, (mod 2) 
(O<i<s- l,O<jdn- 1). 
Here we consider the conliguration of parallel multipliers based on ESPs 
with the structural modularity. Let g(x) be an irreducible (m + l)‘- ‘-ESP 
TABLE II 
Examples of m and s 
6 (3) 110 (11) 500 (125) 2028 (169) 
18 (9) 156 (13) 812 (29) 2500 (625) 
20 (5) 162 (81) 1210 (121) 2756 (53) 
54 (27) 342 (19) 1332 (37) 3422 (59) 
100 (25) 486 (243) 1458 (729) 3660 (61) 
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of degree m(m + l)‘- ‘. For Va, bE GF(2”), the product d= ab = 
d,+d,x+ ... +d,-, x”-’ is given by d = ab (mod g(x)), where a = 
a,+a,x+ ... +a,-,x M-‘, b = &,+b,x+ . . . +bM_,xM-l, and 
M=m(m+ l)‘-I. Here we define the product D=AB(mod x(~+‘)‘+ I), 
where 
A=Ao+A,x+ 1.. +A(m+l)‘L,x(m+‘)‘-’ 
=a,+a,x+ ... +aMp,xM-‘, 
B=B()fB,x+ ... +B(,+,)IL,X(m+~)‘-- 
=b,+b,x+ ‘.. +b,-,x”‘-I, 
D=D,+D,x+ ‘.’ +D(m+I)‘L,X(m+“‘-‘, 
then Dk=Ci+j=k(mod(m+l)~) A,B, (mod2) (O<k<(m+l)‘-1). 
Remark 5. We refer to “A” as the extended vector representation of 
“a.” 
Noting A = a (mod g(x)), B = b (mod g(x)), and g(x)( x@ + I)’ + 1, it 
follows that D =d (modg(x)). Thus from Lemma 9, all the coefficients of 
d(O<i<(m+l)‘-*-l,O<j,<m-1)canbegivenby 
The following example (Example 3) shows the configuration of ESPM in 
the case of m = 2 and t = 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let m = 2 and t = 2. Then 3 ( = m + 1) is prime, 2 is the 
generator of GF*(3) and 2’# 1 (mod 32), thus g(x) =x6+x3 + 1 is an 
irreducible 3-ESP of degree 6. (See Theorem 2.) For Va, b E GF(26), 
a=a,+a,x+a,x2+a,x3$a,x4+a,xS a,eGF(2)(O<i<5), 
b = b, + b,x + b,x2 + b,x3 + u4x4 + b,x’ bjEGF(2) (O<‘j<5), 
where (1, x, x2, x3, x4, x’f is a canonical basis, the product of a and b, 
d=ab, is given by d=d0+d,x+d2x2+ . . . +dgx5, d,eGF(2) (O<kk5). 
Here we define A and B to be A=AO+A,x+ ... +A8x8= 
a,+a,x+ ... +a,~’ and B=B,+B,x+ ... +B8x8=bo+b,x+ a.. + 
b,x5, respectively; i.e., Ai=a, (O<i<5), Ai=O (6<i<8) and Bj=bj 
(0 <j< 5), B, = 0 (6 <j< 8). Furthermore, we define the product 
D(=AB(modx’+l)) to be 
D=AB=(A,+A,x+ . . . +A,x8)(Bo+Blx+ . . . +B,x8)(modx9+1); 
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then we have Dk = Ci+j=k cmod 9, A,B, (mod 2) (0 <k 6 8), i.e., 
D, = H(A,, A,, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . B8) 
=A,B,0A,B,0A6B20A5B30A4B4 
OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D, = WA,, Ao, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . B,) 
=A,B,0A,B,0A,BzOA,B,0A3Bq 
OA,B,OA,B,OAoB,OAgB*, 
D,= WA,, A,, A,, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . B,) 
=A,B,0A5B,0A4BzOA~B30AzB4 
OA,B,OA,BgOAsB,OA,Bs, 
D, = WA,, A,, A,, A,, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . Bs) 
=A,BoOA,B,0A3BzOA2B30A,B4 
OAoB,0AgB60A,B,0A6B8, 
D, = H(A,, . . . . A,, A,, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . 4s) 
=A,B,0A,B,0A,B,0A,B30AoB4 
OA,B,0A,B,0A,B,0A5Bg, 
D, = WA,, . . . . A,, A,,, . . . . A,; B,, B,, . . . . B,) 
=A,B,0A2B,0A1BzOAoB~OAgBq 
OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D, = H(A,, . . . . A,, A,, A,, A,; B,, B,, . . . . B,) 
=A,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B, 
OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D, = H(A,, . . . . &,&,A,;Bo,B~,..., B,) 
=A1B,0AoB,0ABB20A,B30A6B4 
OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,, 
D, = H(A,, . . . . As, A,,; B,, B,, . . . . &I, 
=A,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B,OA,B, 
OA,B,OA,BgOAzB,OA,Bs, 
where H( . . . ; . . . ) is the basic function of ESPM. Finally, all the coefficients 
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of d(=ab (mod(g(x))) are given by di+3i=Di+y@Di+6 (O~i62, 
0 <j < 1). (See Lemma 9.) 
Figure 3 shows the configuration of ESPM for G1;(26). In this example, 
squaring A can be carried out by 
A2=(Ao+Alx+A2~2+A3~3+A4~4+A5~5 
+ A& + A,x’+ A,x*)~ (mod x9 + 1) 
=A,+A,x~+A~x~+A~x~+A~x~+A~x’~ 
+ A,x” + A7x14 + A8x16 (mod x9 + 1) 
=A,+A,x+A,x2+A,x3+A2x4+A7x5 
+ A,x6 + A8x7 + A4x8. 
That is, squaring A is given by the permutation: 
(A,, AI, A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, 4,) -+ (A,, A,, A,, &, A,, A,, A,, A,, A4). 
Hence for Vu E GF(26), a2 = a& + a; x + . . + u;x’ can be given by 
ui,=A,OA, (=u,Ou,), 
a; =A,OA, (=a,), 
u;=A,@A,(=u,@u,), 
a; = A, @ A, ( = q), 
u&=A,OA,(=u,), 
u;=A,OA,(=u,). 
ds d., d3 dl de 
A~=AT=AB=O B.s=87=Be=O 
(k-s : k times right cyclic shift) 
I+. 3. Configuration of ESPM for GF(26). 
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EXAMPLE 4. Here we verify the correctness of the configuration of 
ESPM in Example 3. Let a = x + x2 + x4 and b = 1 + x3 + x5 be elements in 
GF(26), respectively; then d = ab = x + x2 + x3 + x5 (mod g(x)), where 
g(x) =x6+x3 + 1. On the other hand, we have 
(& A,,A2, A3, A42 A,, ‘$5, A,, &3) = (0, 1, l, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, o), 
(B,, B,, 4, B3, B,, B,, 85, 4, BJ = (LO, 0, 1, 0, LO, 0,O); 
then all the coefficients of D are given by 
Since d, + 3j = Di+3j@Di+6(O<i<2,0<j<1), it follows that 
do=Do+o=D,+,@D,+6=1@1=0, 
dl=D1+o=D1+o@D,+6=1@O=l, 
d2=D2+o=D2+,@D,+6=1@O=1, 
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and this coincides with d = ab = x + x2 + x3 + x5 (mod g(x)). Furthermore 
let u=~+x~+x’EGF(~~). Then a2=(1+~4+~5)2=1+x+x2+~s 
(mod g(x)). Since (a,,, a,, u2, u3, u4, us) = (LO, 0, 0, 1, l), we have 
1, 
1, 
u~=u,~u3=1@0= 
a; = us = 1, 
u;=u,@u4=0@1= 
a; = u3 = 0, 
u:,=u,=O 
a; = u4 = 1 ? 
and this also coincides with u* = 1 + x + x2 + x5 (mod g(x)). 
Thus this example verifies the correctness of the configuration of ESPM 
for GF(26). 
4.3. Number of Gates in ESPM 
An irreducible (m + l)‘- ‘-ESP of degree m(m + l)‘- ’ is required to con- 
struct the ESPM for GF(2”), where M = m(m + l)‘- i. It should be noticed 
that the basic function of ESPM for GF(2”“) can be realized by (m + 1)’ 
AND-gates and {(m + 1)’ - 1 } EOR-gates. Thus, observing Example 3, the 
total number of AND-gates AND,,,, and that of EOR-gates EOR,,,, in 
the configuration of ESPM are given by 
AND ESPM = (m + 1)’ (m + l)‘= (m + 1)2t, 
EOR,s,,={(m+1)‘-l}(m+1)‘+m(m+1)‘~’=(m+1)2’-(m+1)‘~‘, 
respectively. Noting M = m(m + l)‘- ‘, ESPM for G1;(2”) can be construc- 
ted by O(M*) AND-gates and O(M*) EOR-gates. The parallel type MOM 
for GF(2”) with the structural modularity generally has 0(m3) AND-gates 
and 0(m3) EOR-gates, however, no conditions for parallel type MOM for 
GF(2m) with the structural modularity to be constructed by O(m’) AND- 
gates and 0(m’) EOR-gates has been known yet except for Lemma 4 and 
(Mullin et al., 1988). Thus we can conclude that ESPM for GF(2”‘), where 
M= m(m + 1 )‘- ‘, has low circuit complexity. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented two types of the configuration of parallel 
multipliers based on canonical bases, CBM and ESPM, for a class of fields 
GF(2”‘). The proposed parallel multipliers have the following features: 
Fl. CBM and ESPM have the structural modularity; 
F2. the number of gates, AND-gates and EOR-gates, in CBM and 
ESPM for GF(2m) are proportional to m*; 
F3. for CBM and ESPM, squaring Vx E GF(2m) can be carried out 
only by permutation of the (extended) vector representation of x. 
This paper also presented a necessary and sufficient condition for ESPs 
to be irreducible. Note that CBM and ESPM cannot be constructed for 
GF(2”) of arbitrary m, because some restrictions are imposed on m, e.g., 
(m + 1) is a prime, 2 is the generator in GF*(m + I), etc. (See Lemma 1 
and Theorem 2.) In general, however, the number of gates for parallel type 
MOM is proportional to m3, thus CBM and ESPM are advantageous to 
parallel type MOM for m satisfying Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 in parallel 
type configuration. In addition, CBM and ESPM have the above feature 
F3, which is similar to parallel type MOM, hence they are applicable to 
the fast algorithm for computing multiplicative inverses in GF(2m) (Itoh 
and Tsujii, 1987; Vanstone, 1987), which requires O(log m) multiplications 
in GF(2m) and (m - 1) permutations. 
Further studies are required to give a constructive method to construct 
parallel multipliers for GF(2”), which have the structural modularity and 
low circuit complexity, i.e., the number of gates is proportional to m*. 
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